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Subject to approval by the Extraordinary General Shareholders' Meeting to be held on April 17, 

2024. 

 

DISCUSSION AND, IF APPLICABLE, APPROVAL OF THE AMENDMENT TO THE SEVENTH, 

TENTH, ELEVENTH, TWELFTH, THIRTEENTH, FIFTEENTH, EIGHTEENTH, NINETEENTH, 

TWENTIETH, TWENTY-FIFTH AND TWENTY-SIXTH SECTIONS OF THE BYLAWS OF THE 

COMPANY.  

 

Shareholders are informed that in accordance with the reforms of the General Law of Commercial 

Companies and the Securities Market Law, published in the Official Gazette of the Federation on 

October 20, 2023 and December 28, 2023, It is intended to carry out the modification to the 

Seventh, Tenth, Eleventh, Twelfth, Thirteenth, Fifteenth, Eighteenth, Nineteenth, Twenty-fifth and 

Twenty-sixth Sections of the Company's bylaws, with the purpose to implement in the Company's 

bylaws, among other things, holding Shareholder Assemblies and Sessions of the Board of 

Directors through electronic, optical or any other technology, as well as in matters of issuance of 

shares and capital increases, as follows: 

 

SECTION SEVENTH (SHARES) 

… 

The shares with limited or restricted voting or without voting rights that, if applicable, are issued 

by the Company under the aforementioned article 54 (Fifty-four) of the Securities Market Law, will 

have the rights determined by the Shareholders' Meeting of the Company that resolves its issue, 

which must be made known through the stock exchange in which the Company is listed. 

…” 

 

 

GRUPO HERDEZ 

DISCUSSION AND, IF APPLICABLE, APPROVAL OF THE 
AMENDMENT TO THE SEVENTH, TENTH, ELEVENTH, 
TWELFTH, THIRTEENTH, FIFTEENTH, EIGHTEENTH, 
NINETEENTH, TWENTIETH, TWENTY-FIFTH AND 
TWENTY-SIXTH SECTIONS OF THE BYLAWS OF THE 
COMPANY. 
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SECTION TENTH (CAPITAL INCREASES AND REDUCTIONS)   

 

Except for increases or decreases in share capital that arise from the acquisition of treasury 

shares on the stock exchange in which the Company operates and, in the understanding that it is 

resolved that said shares be converted into treasury shares in accordance with these corporate 

bylaws, article 53 (Fifty-three) of the Securities Market Law, the general rules issued for this 

purpose by the National Banking and Securities Commission and any other applicable legal 

provision, any increase or decrease in share capital, In the fixed part, it will be carried out by 

resolution of the Extraordinary General Assembly of Shareholders, or, only in the case of capital 

increases, by the Board of Directors as long as said power is expressly delegated by means of 

the Extraordinary General Assembly of Shareholders, and the minutes must be corresponding, in 

both cases, be notarized before a notary public and registered in the Public Registry of Commerce 

of the registered office. 

 

Additionally, the Extraordinary General Shareholders' Meeting, or, where applicable, the Board of 

Directors, will set the maximum amount authorized for the capital in the variable part. In such 

event, the corresponding minutes will also be formalized before a notary public and will be 

registered in the Public Registry of Commerce of the registered office. 

 

Within the maximum amount authorized by the Extraordinary General Assembly of Shareholders, 

or, where applicable, the Board of Directors referred to in the immediately preceding paragraph, 

any increase in the share capital in its variable part may be decreed by the Ordinary General 

Assembly of Shareholders of the Company. In such case, the registration in the Public Registry 

of Commerce of the Company's domicile of the notarial instruments that contain capital increases 

or decreases in the variable part of the Company will not be necessary. 

… 

When there are shares that are issued to represent the variable part of the share capital, which 

by resolution of the Extraordinary General Assembly of Shareholders, or, where applicable, the 

Board of Directors, which decrees their issuance, must be deposited in the treasury of the 

company. Company, in order for them to be delivered by the Board of Directors to the 

shareholders of the Company, as their subscription and payment is made, the preferential rights 

of the shareholders of the Company to which it refers must be respected in all cases, this section. 

…” 
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SECTION ELEVENTH (ISSUE OF TREASURY SHARES) 

The Company may issue unsubscribed shares that it will keep in its treasury and that are not 

intended for subscription by the public, in compliance with the provisions of article two hundred 

sixteen and other applicable laws of the General Law of Commercial Companies. Additionally, 

the Company may also issue unsubscribed shares that it will keep in said treasury in compliance 

with article 53 (Fifty-three) of the Securities Market Law, with the aim that these are subsequently 

subscribed by the investing public, provided that adheres to the following: (i) the Extraordinary 

General Assembly of Shareholders, or by the Board of Directors only if said power is delegated 

to the latter by the Extraordinary General Assembly of Shareholders, will approve the maximum 

amount of the capital increase and the conditions in which the corresponding share issues must 

be made; (ii) the subscription of the issued shares will be carried out through a public offer, which 

must be registered in the National Securities Registry, in compliance with the provisions of the 

Securities Market Law and, where applicable, other provisions of a nature. general that issued by 

the National Banking and Securities Commission; and (iii) that the amount of the subscribed and 

paid capital is announced when the authorized capital represented by the issued and 

unsubscribed shares is publicized.. 

…” 

 

SECTION TWELFTH (ISSUE OF SHARES OTHER THAN ORDINARY SHARES) 

In accordance with section Six and Seven of these Bylaws and article 54 (Fifty-four) of the 

Securities Market Law, the Company may issue ordinary shares that grant their holders full voting 

rights, as well as voting shares limited, restricted or without voting rights, including those issued 

by the Company in accordance with articles 112 (one hundred and twelve) and 113 (one hundred 

and thirteen) of the General Law of Commercial Companies. The Company must make known 

the characteristics, rights and restrictions of the series or classes of its shares through the stock 

exchange in which the Company is listed in terms of article 54 (Fifty-four) of the Law of Stock 

market. 

…” 

 

SECTION THIRTEENTH (OF SHAREHOLDERS' MEETINGS) 

The General Assembly of Shareholders is the supreme body of the Company. General 

Shareholders' Meetings are Ordinary or Extraordinary and will be held at the registered office of 

the Company, unless approved by all shareholders. In this case, the address at which said 

Shareholders' Meeting was held must be indicated in the corresponding minutes. 
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Shareholders' Meetings may be held in person, partially or entirely by electronic means, without 

the latter meaning that said Meeting has been held outside the Company's registered office. The 

above provided that electronic, optical or any other technology means are used that allow access 

and accreditation of the identity of the attendees, simultaneous participation and interaction in the 

deliberations of the shareholders, as well as the meaning of their vote. Always generating the 

corresponding evidence. 

 

The Ordinary General Assembly of Shareholders will meet in person, partially or totally by 

electronic, optical or any other technology at least once a year, within four months following the 

closing of the fiscal year. When said Annual Assembly is held, it will deal, in addition to the matters 

included in its agenda, with the matters referred to in article 181 (One hundred and eighty-one) of 

the General Law of Commercial Companies. In addition to said matters, the Ordinary General 

Assembly of Shareholders must meet in person, partially or totally by electronic, optical or any 

other technology means to approve the operations that the Company or the legal entities it 

controls intend to carry out in the period of a fiscal year, when they represent twenty percent or 

more of the consolidated assets of the Company based on figures corresponding to the close of 

the immediately preceding quarter, regardless of the way in which they are executed, whether 

simultaneous or successive, but due to their characteristics they can be considered as a single 

operation. In such meetings, where applicable, shareholders holding shares with voting rights, 

even limited or restricted, may also vote. 

… 

Additionally, Extraordinary Assemblies will be those that meet either in person, partially or totally 

by electronic, optical or any other technology means to discuss any of the matters referred to in 

article 182 (One hundred and eighty-two) of the Law. General of Commercial Companies. 

…” 

 

SECTION FIFTEENTH (CALLS) 

The calls for the Ordinary and Extraordinary General Shareholders' Meetings will be made by the 

non-member Secretary of the Board of Directors or by the President of the Board of Directors or 

by the President of the Audit Committee or the President of the Corporate Practices Committee, 

through of the person designated for these purposes and will be published in the electronic system 

established by the Ministry of Economy or in the manner provided for in the General Law of 
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Commercial Companies, at least 15 (Fifteen) calendar days prior to the date set for the celebration 

of the corresponding Shareholders' Assembly 

 

The calls will indicate the place, day and time in which the Shareholders' Assembly must have 

verification, as well as the electronic link or access to the platform on which the Shareholders' 

Assembly will be held, if it is by electronic means, optical or any other technology. They will contain 

the agenda and will be signed by whoever makes them. A call will not be required when all 

Shareholders with the right to vote are present or represented, either in person or by electronic 

means, when the Assembly is declared established. The Assemblies will consider only the 

matters included in the call. 

…” 

 

SECTION EIGHTEENTH (ASSEMBLIES FACILITIES) 

The Ordinary General Shareholders' Meetings that meet, whether in person, partially or totally by 

electronic, optical or any other technology, by virtue of the first call will be considered legally 

established if at least 50% (Fifty) are represented. percent) of the share capital; In the case of a 

second or subsequent call, the Ordinary General Assemblies will be considered legally 

established with whatever the number of shares represented. 

 

Extraordinary General Shareholders' Meetings will be considered legally held, whether in person, 

partially or totally by electronic, optical or any other technology, by virtue of first call, if at least 

75% (Seventy-five percent) are represented. cent) of the social capital; In the case of a second 

or subsequent call, the Extraordinary General Assemblies will be considered legally established 

if at least 50% (Fifty percent) of the share capital is represented. 

 

SECTION NINETEENTH (VOTES OF THE ASSEMBLY) 

The resolutions adopted in the Ordinary General Shareholders' Meetings that meet, whether in 

person, partially or totally by electronic, optical or any other technology, by virtue of first or 

subsequent call, will be valid if they are taken by a majority of votes of the shares present or 

represented. The resolutions of the Extraordinary General Shareholders' Meetings, whether in 

person, partially or totally by electronic, optical or any other technology, installed by virtue of the 

first or subsequent call, will be valid if they are approved by the favorable vote of shares that 

represent at least half of the share capital.” 
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SECTION TWENTIETH (MINUTES OF THE ASSEMBLY) 

… 

Likewise, a file will be created for each Assembly in which copies of the minutes and the list of 

attendance at the Assembly will be kept, signed either by hand or electronically by the teller(s), 

the admission cards to the Assembly, the power letters, copies of the publications in which, where 

appropriate, the call has appeared and, where appropriate, copies of the reports of the Board of 

Directors and any other documents that have been submitted to the consideration of the 

assembly. 

 

If the minutes of any Shareholders' Meeting cannot be recorded in the corresponding book, it 

must be notarized before a notary public. The minutes of the Extraordinary General Shareholders' 

Meetings will be notarized before a notary public and will be registered in the Public Registry of 

Commerce of the Company's domicile. All minutes of shareholder meetings, as well as the 

records regarding those that could not have been held due to lack of quorum, will be signed either 

by hand or electronically by the President and the Secretary of the Assembly.” 

 

SECTION TWENTY-FIFTH (CALL FOR BOARD OF DIRECTORS SESSIONS) 

The Board of Directors will meet at least four times during each fiscal year, or at any time when it 

is convened for this purpose by the persons authorized by these Bylaws and the Securities Market 

Law to do so. The Sessions of the Board of Directors may be held either in person, partially or 

totally by electronic, optical or any other technology means. The President of the Board of 

Directors itself, the President of the Audit Committee or, if constituted, the person who chairs the 

Company's Corporate Practices Committee, the directors who represent at least 25% (Twenty-

five percent) of the Members of the Board of Directors of the Company and even the Secretary 

who is not a member of said collegiate body may call a session of the Board of Directors of the 

Company. Any of the conveners may insert the points they deem appropriate into the 

corresponding agenda. 

… 

The call will be made through written notice sent in advance of at least 5 (Five) calendar days to 

the date of the session, in a manner that ensures that its recipient receives it at the address that 

has been provided for this purpose to the Company and must include the place, date and time of 

celebration as well as the link or access to the session if it is held through the use of electronic, 

optical or any other technology.” 
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SECTION TWENTY-SIXTH (CELEBRATION OF THE SESSIONS OF THE BOARD OF 

DIRECTORS) 

For the sessions of the Board of Directors to be considered legally established, in any case, 

attendance will be required, whether in person, partially or totally by electronic, optical or any 

other technology means of at least the majority of its members. The Board of Directors will make 

its resolutions by the favorable vote of the majority of the directors present at each session. 

…” 

 


